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RESULTS

METHOD

The widespread adoption of mobile devices in combination with the

various available crowdsourcing tools and platforms has made it easier

for the public to contribute to and engage in scientific research and

monitoring. Considering the constantly increasing volume of citizen

generated data, it is of high importance to ensure that data of different

origins are comparable and compatible, whilst facilitating their

integration into models and the development of new applications. To

this end, data collected from citizens should be easily discoverable, accessible,

re-usable and available for future use.
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Scent meets these aspects of data interoperability through the development of a HARMONISATION

PLATFORM that enables the management, storage, visualisation and provision of all citizen-generated

and conventional in-situ data (i.e. image and video metadata, sensor measurements, etc) as well as added-

value information produced by the various Scent tools (i.e. improved Land Cover / Land Use maps) and

translates them to standardised resources following the applicable Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC)

standards. The integration of an Identity Manager with the platform ensures unified and secure access to

the available resources.

✓ Successful GEOSS interoperability

tests including discoverability,

accessibility and visualisation use

cases

✓ Purposeful web interfaces

including interactive dashboards

✓ Successful integration between

Harmonisation Platform Web

Server and GEOSS Portal

Key characteristics of Scent Harmonisation Platform:

✓ Management of different types of geospatial data

✓ Data fusion of crowdsourced data with in-situ measurements

✓ Certified OGC SensorThings API for the provision of the measurements

✓ Implementation of OGC WFS/WMS services for data sharing

✓ Custom API with filtering capabilities for the provision of bulk data to stakeholders

The platform is coupled with a visualisation site which exposes the content of the Harmonisation Platform

Back End. The Harmonisation Front End is a single-page application, developed with modern frameworks

which features an adoptable architecture. The application is conformant with OGC SensorThings API,

enabling spatial and temporal visualisations of crowd-sourced and in-situ data, time series analysis and

low-level interaction with the Harmonisation Platform SensorThings driven schema.

Presentation of the measurements in relation to time and space by 

incorporating both a graph and a map

Scent Harmonisation Platform architecture 

Screenshot of campaign dashboard

In addition, the visualisation site consists of an interactive campaign

dashboard that enables the spatial visualisation and graphic

representation of the images of Land Cover/ Land Use elements that

have been collected from the volunteers during the large-scale

demonstrations of Scent project in Kifisos and Danube Delta pilot

areas, accompanied from dedicated statistics and filtering

capabilities.Registration of Scent Project as a GEOSS Data Provider

Access Scent resources 

in GEOSS Platform
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